1st $4 Billion Movie Scene Inside a $4 Million Movie with 60 Variations!

Yes, the $4 Billion movie scene and movie are real. Pick a movie you enjoyed. Create a scene with some part of the movie. Don’t chase money, chase your dream with a team of humans that become an animated character in human and or animal form. We help bring the scene to life in hopes of being transformed as part of an artificially intelligent millionaire that grows to become an A I Billionaire.

Strangers on a Train, directed by Alfred Hitchcock, is a meeting of two men wanting someone dead. By switching murders, it is hoped that the police will be fooled due to the lack of motive. On June 19, 2022, James and Jimmy Clark of Illinois leave Chicago for Seattle and onto Alaska. During the trip they meet strangers. 20 or so business cards are handed out with an opportunity for the receiver to share the email and the offer of a movie and or TV role. The movies serve as an introduction to the use of artificial intelligence and the creation of the 16-hour work week with the worker sharing ideas in 800,000 places.

Another scene, 2 men travel to Albuquerque and Las Vegas. One movie theme is, “Planes, Trains, and Automobiles.” Jimmy Horowitz, songwriter and music producer of 130 albums with such artists as Elton John and Rod Stewart brings a musical play with playwright Don Hale. Ron Clark, a ghost writer, is standing in for 12 actors that play an Artificially Intelligent Being. Google, King Neptune, a pig in Anna, IL that raised $19 million during the 1940’s. There are 6 million animal species, pick one and be a friend of the king with your personality that features your habits and attitude.

Jimmy Horowitz, “When I was approached to play myself in a series of movies and or TV show, I did not understand the possibilities of what could be done in 16-hours of work in a week. I spent most weeks at 80 or more hours with music in some form. 1 A I Millionaire can speak over 100 languages and work 24/7 in 192 countries all in one day. This is not something one understands or believes possible. You are not being asked to believe, just explore. To have a competitive advantage at an affordable price is still hard to believer but true thanks to 400 anonymous generous people in 24 countries.”

Access to the movie and or TV roles requires a pledge sheet to buy or not to buy a $15 movie ticket that comes with 10 free tickets at www.tlr.life The Project. Ron Clark explains why Albuquerque and Las Vegas are receiving the offer along with Chicago, Seattle, and Alaska. “6 people threw a dart at a map. Then one person walked up the map and stuck a dart that could be San Marcos, Austin, or Taylor, TX and said, Texas should be the big brother and sister to all the U S. Disney, Universal, and Warner Brothers have stated we need 500 new TV shows by 2025. None of the 3 have plans on creating any of the 500, they will however try to buy some.” Future versions include fans of “football” vs “country music”. The opening scene for all is a mother of 2 discovering she has cancer. A neighborhood comes together lead by Jimmy Horowitz and playwright, Don Hale. The offer is a musical play, Mates, produced by the neighborhood to raise funds and help a family get their mind off cancer. Neighbor Jason Van Sickel 5-time Emmy Winning Director and Editor suggests making a movie about the adventures in the neighborhood. The play with music and script are offered to help start all versions of the first movie.

$4 Billion Movie Scene 4 minutes in length is a 120-day Putt, Chip, and Hole-in-One Event that takes place at various times in 24 countries. Make 2 Putts, or 2 Chips, or a Hole-in-One and win $1 million in cash and prizes. Every 800,000 renting a dozen balls receive $150.00 in movie tickets and creates $4 billion in air, lodging, dining, other services, and merchandising. What one does with the tickets is a possible movie scene. The organizers get $50 million and more for helping with the movie scene.